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Warranty
As part of its commitment to clients for life, Shonaquip will make every attempt
to support its products throughout the life of the product given normal use and
reasonable wear and tear. Warranty is provided on all products for varying periods
(from 6 months for batteries to 3 years for Buggies, Posture and Active Wheelchairs).
Please contact client services for further details.
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Parts of your Sam posture chair
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

headrest
push handle
Tess back*
mounting clamp
seat cushion
quick release rear wheel
brakes
footrest
footrest adjustment
footrest hanger
base frame
tilt in space adjustment
front castors
anti-tips
15
armrest
skirt guard

How do I transport the Sam?
The Sam splits easily into parts which can be stacked for transport
or safe storage.

1

Sam folded and ready
for transport.

2

4

3
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1. Remove the lap tray before transferring user out of wheelchair.
2. Remove the foam seat cushion.
3. Slip off the backrest from the clamps on the wheelchair posts.
4. The anti-tip wheels can be removed (if used).
5. Make sure the brakes are off before you press the quick release button
to remove the rear wheels. Place the rear wheels on top of each other.
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Quick release button
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* Please note: A range of backrests
can be used with the Sam.
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6. Pull the cord behind the wheelchair to pull out the pin which will
enable you to fold the frame.
Pull cord to fold Sam

7. Place the folded frame on top of the 2 rear wheels and slip the seat
cushion on top of the frame.
8. The armrests can be removed earlier or flipped between the back
posts of the wheelchair.
9. The footrest can be lifted up and flipped for transport.
The Sam fits into the boot or back seat of a car.
** Don’t forget to load the lap tray, back system and anti-tips with
the wheelchair.

How does the user move to and
from the Sam?
Always apply the brakes before the transfer. The user can do a
sideways transfer onto the Sam. He/she may wish to use the footrest
as an extra support during transfers to and from the wheelchair. The
footrest can be flipped up (using an allen key) if the user needs to do
a standing transfer. The user may need help.
More than one helper may be needed for transfer to and from the
Sam if the user is too weak to transfer alone. Help may be needed
to remove or attach the lap tray before and after the transfer.
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Tips to ensure the user is well seated:
1. Check that the back rest
is correctly attached to
the clamps on the posts
of the frame.
2. Check that the cushion
is placed the correct
way in the wheelchair
with the shelf towards
the back of the seat
with the hard foam at
the bottom/soft layer
on top.
3. The position of the seat,
footrest and tilt on the
Sam are all adjustable.
The therapist will fit the
user and mark the best
position for the lap tray
height and for the tilt
in space. The laptray
rests on the armrests.
These are height adjustable.
4. Make sure the user is
sitting upright and straight
with bottom against the
backrest and thighs fully
supported on the cushion.
5. Fasten the lap belt.
6. Slide the laptray into place
and tighten the hand knobs in the position
marked by the therapist. The user’s arms
should be comfortably supported by the lap tray,
in a good position for function with the body supported
in an upright position. The shoulders be relaxed
and not hunched up or slouching forwards.
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7. Make sure the user’s head is supported by the headrest.
The user’s head should be supported behind the head so
that his/her head is upright with eyes looking straight ahead.
He/she should not be sitting skew or with his/her head falling
backwards, to the side or forwards.
8. Check that the user’s feet are supported flat on the footrest and
are not slipping or dangling off the footrest.
9. Check that the user is able reach the wheels comfortably to push
the wheelchair safely and efficiently.

Lap tray:
The laptray should be placed all the way back to fully support the elbows.
The tray should not interfere with the user’s ability to push him/herself.
The user may need help to remove the lap tray before transferring to
and from the Sam. The height of the laptray is adjusted by raising the
armrests. Use a 4mm Allen key to adjust the armrest height.
The lap tray is important for ensuring a straight and upright posture
in the Sam. It supports the elbows and forearms and also provides
a useful surface for activity, feeding, reading and communication.
The lap tray size/shape can be changed if necessary.

How do I adjust the Sam?
The carer should be sure he/she can handle the wheelchair safely.
Brakes: (Use a size 10 spanner to adjust brakes.)
Ensure both user and carer know how to apply brakes. These are
pushed forwards (to apply) and backwards (to release). This may be
difficult for the user to do once the lap tray is in position.
Rear wheels:
These can be easily removed from the frame by pressing the quick
release button. Insert until click is heard. Pull it to check if it is secure.
Lap tray:
The lap tray is slid on and off the frame by sliding both sides of the
tray over the supports at the same time. It is tightened into position
by turning the hand knobs underneath the lap tray frame.
Hand knobs

User sitting in correct position for pushing Sam.
Footrest height:
A spanner will be needed to adjust the height of the footrest.
The footrests can be flipped up by using an allen key. There should
always be at least 5cm clearance of the footrest from the ground.
NB: When setting the footrest height, ensure that the user is sitting
with bottom well back on the seat with his spine straight, thighs fully
supported on the cushion and his feet flat on the footrest.
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Footrest position:
The footrest can be easily lifted up and flipped if the user needs to stand
for a transfer or the wheelchair is dismantled for transport. Arrows mark
the height adjustment and flip up adjustment below.

Tilt in space:
The purpose of the tilt is to help the user to keep good postures. The
whole seating unit can be tilted back for resting and to prevent the user
from slumping in the wheelchair.
Once user is in the Sam, adjust tilt into the position marked by the
therapist. The black hand knob is turned (as shown in the picture) while
the seat frame is supported with the other hand and gently tilted back.
The tilt should be dropped when the user does a transfer or when the
user needs a flat working surface.

Adjustment knob
4mm Allen key & size 10
spanner adjustment for
footrest height
Footrest height adjustment.
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The footrest can be flipped upwards.

Backrest:
The backrest should only be removed for transport or storage or when
the covers are being cleaned. Lift the Tess back off the mounting clamps
on the posts of the wheelchair (both sides together). The mounting
clamps remain on the wheelchair. It is best to have 2 sets of clamps if
the user needs to use the backrest on 2 different wheelchairs.
Anti-tips:
These are height adjustable and are secured in the correct position
marked by the therapist. They may need to be removed to pull the user
up steps by tilting wheelchair onto rear wheels. Anti-tips can be removed
by pushing down the button and sliding the anti-tip out. They can be
stowed away by swopping them around to face forwards.
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Adjustments for therapist only.
The following are changes that should only be made by the seating
therapist.* This is important to ensure the user has the correct
postural support.
* This is a brief guide only. For additional information on fitting and adjustment of the Sam,
please contact info@ShonaquipSE.org.za or phone 021 797 8239.

Recline
adjustment

Seat height
adjustment
Footrest height
adjustment

Armrest height
adjustment
Seat position
COG adjustment

Please note:
Use a 4 or 5mm Allen key and
size 10 or 13 spanners.

Change the position of the seat (centre of gravity):
The seat can slide forward or backwards easily to make the chair more
active or more stable by adjusting the 4 bolts with a 5mm Allen key as
shown and sliding the seat before tightening in position again.
(see drawing on opposite page)
Recline (open the back-seat angle):
Use 2 x 5mm Allen keys to open the back-seat angle.
(see drawing on opposite page)
Adjust the seat height:
(see drawing on opposite page)
Lengthen the seat:
There is up to 10cm in seat length adjustment. The seat length can be
made longer/shortened by loosening the hand knob underneath the seat
of the Sam and sliding the seat forward/backwards while holding the back
of the seat. The therapist will decide when it is necessary to change the
length of the seat. (The cushion/cover will also need to be lengthened.)
It is easiest to do this from behind the wheelchair while the user is out of
the wheelchair.

Anti-tip height
adjustment

The seat can be made shorter or longer. (from the back)
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Adjust the backrest:
The adjustments possible will depend on the type of back rest used.
The adjustments should be set by the therapist and only tightened
(not changed) if they become loose. This should be done at least once
a week. Only change the settings if the therapist has instructed you to do
this. * The user may not adjust the back.
Adjust the lap belt as necessary for firm support of pelvis.
Adjust the headrest:
The user may have one of these headrests (below) attached to the
Sam. It is able to be adjusted up/down and backwards/forwards to
support the user’s head in a good position. The base of the skull should
be supported in a position to ensure the user’s eyes can look straight
ahead, not up or down or towards the sides. (Use a 4mm Allen key.)

Outdoors with the Sam
Encourage the user to push him/herself if possible.
Going up a curb or over rough ground:
The Sam has a long wheelbase which allows the user who can push
him/herself to be able to go over both smooth and rough ground either
indoors or outdoors. The user does not have to be able to wheelie to
do this. If the Sam is pushed by a carer, it should be tilted onto the rear
wheels to go up a curb or over rough ground.
Lifting up and down steps:
Anti-tips have been added to make the user more stable while moving
around in the wheelchair. Remove the anti-tips first before going up
steps. (Unfortunatley this is not possible while user is in chair.)
Two people will be needed to lift the Sam up/down a flight of stairs.
If the user needs to go up more than one step it is best to go up
backwards (with back wheels first). Have 1 person hold the base frame
while the other holds the push handle firmly. Count 1..2..3... to lift together.
Ensure that straps are fastened securely.
Always tell the user how you plan to move him/her.

Please note:
The user’s head and eyes
should look straight ahead
and not be turned or tilted
(as indicated by arrow in
drawing).
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Health and safety in the Sam
The Sam comes in a range of sizes from 12”-18” so it is able to be
used by both children and adults. There are a range of possible back
and headrests, lap tray tables and straps available, all of which can
be adjusted to give correct support to the user with special needs. It is
very important to sit upright in the wheelchair and to use the supports
as the therapist recommended.
The wheelchair should always be seen as part of the user’s personal
space and should not be misused by anyone.
Discourage a heavy person from standing on the footrests as this may
cause tipping of the chair/damage the footrest.
Always take care when handling the Sam that your fingers don’t get
pinched or injured as you make the adjustments or fold it for transport.
Anti-tips will make the wheelchair more stable when pushing or
pushed by carer.
It is common for the older child or adult to spend 6-8 hours in the Sam
during the day if using pressure relief techniques regularly as shown.

Checking there are no marks caused by the skin pressing against
wheelchair parts or from bumps caused during transfers, play or a fall.
Checking that shoes are not causing pressure marks and that they
are supporting the user’s feet well.
Changing the user when wet or soiled. When the user becomes wet
or soiled, wash and dry his/her skin thoroughly. Also wash the cushion
and cover as soon as possible. It is useful to have an extra wheelchair
cushion/cover if the user is often wet or soiled. Do ask for help from a
trained health worker to manage this problem.
Avoiding use of a worn or ineffective pressure care cushion.
The cushion of the Sam has been specially designed to provide
good postural support and skin protection for the user. Make sure
the cushion is in good condition. You may need a new one within
6 - 12 months, so have it checked regularly when you go for
follow-up visits. Don’t use any other cushions, pillows or blankets
or cut/ make any change to the cushion/s given to you by the
seating therapist.

Pressure sores can be a very serious problem and should be
prevented by:
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The user or carer shoud use a mirror to check daily for any signs of
redness. Keep the user’s weight off the reddened area until the skin
goes back to normal. An open sore will need cleaning, dressing and
monitoring by a trained health worker.
Ensuring appropriate pressure relief methods are used regularly.
It is especially frustrating for a user not to be able to use his/her
wheelchair (if he/she has a pressure sore) so pressure relief methods
are very important. The user should be shown how to lean right
forwards in the wheelchair or towards the sides of the wheelchair to
relieve pressure. He/she will need to be reminded to do this often
during the day until it becomes a routine. The wheelchair can also
be tilted back to relieve pressure for a short while.

Pressure sores
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Daily routine in the Sam

How do I care for my back when lifting?

It is common for the user to spend 6 - 8 hours in the Sam during the
day as long as he does not have pressure problems and uses
pressure relief methods.
If a lap tray is perscribed, the user should be encouraged to use it
as much as possible because it helps to keep the body correctly
supported. Not all users will need a lap tray.
Young active children should change position regularly.
Ask your therapist whether your child could benefit from standing in a
standing frame for some time each day.

Although the Sam user may not need help with transfers, taking the
Sam apart or lifting it to and from a car or bus may cause damage to
your back.
1. Plan your lift
Where are you going?
Where will you put the
person down again?
Get as close as possible
to surface you are moving
user towards.
2. Check the weight
before you lift alone.
Do you need help?
3. Keep your feet apart,
stand closer to the user.
Wear solid shoes.
4. Keep your knees bent.
Take the weight through
your leg muscles as you
straighten up again.

Sam tips
Keep brakes on during lifts or
transfers. Remember that the
footrest can be used as an extra
support or be flipped up during
transfer.
If the user is very heavy or stiff,
tilt the wheelchair onto its rear
wheels and rest it on the seat of
a chair during the lift/transfer.
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5. Don’t twist your body
when turning. Move your
feet instead.
6. Keep your back straight
and your chin tucked in.
7. Tell the user
what you will be doing
during the lift.
When lifting with helper,
count 1..2..3...lift together.
Decide who will lead the lift.
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How do I clean & care for the Sam?
Wipe frame and keep lap tray clean with all purpose kitchen cleaner.
Shake out dirt from covers daily.
Be sure to keep the user dry at all times. Manage bowel and bladder
problems optimally to prevent soiling. This also helps keeps the
Sam hygienic. The seat cushion is waterproof for easier care.
The Tess Backs should be cleaned with a damp sponge or cloth
(can also use a weak black Rooibos tea solution). Its’ covers should
not be washed with soap or placed in a washing machine. The seat
cushion is waterproof for easier care.
The Sam cushion cover is washable. Unzip cover to remove foam
cushion. The cover should be washed with lukewarm water and mild
detergent. If foam cushion is soiled, use mild soap and rinse it off.
Cover foam with a towel and press/stamp out water from foam.
Drying covers: Dry all parts in a warm place before refitting covers.
Avoid drying in direct sunlight or in tumble drier.
When replacing covers on seat cushion/back parts, match the shape of
the cover to the shape of the cushions/back parts.
Warning: Do not leave the cushion in the sun for long periods;
never leave wheelchair to stand in the rain.

How & when do I service the Sam?

Always make sure all
screws, knobs & nuts
are tight.
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Looking after your Sam well will help it to last longer and ensure
the safety of the user. The Sam is locally manufactured and spares
are available.
Check brakes are working and tightened in position. Loose brakes
can cause wear and tear on the tyres.
Check the wear on cushion at least once every 3 months. It may lose
its shape, have foam break off or become flat when worn.
Tighten screws/hand knobs as soon as you see they are loose to
stop them from getting lost.
Repair/replace broken or lost parts as soon as possible to avoid
more serious damage.
If any foam needs re-gluing (e.g. lap belt) bring all parts with the
wheelchair for service.
The vinyl from the lap tray can be changed if it is very worn.
Tighten the lap tray knobs regularly.
Cushion covers: Tears may be repaired by a seamstress.
Spare sets of cotton and waterproof covers are useful, especially if
user is often wet or soiled.
Rear wheels: The solid tyres should not be worn down to the wheel
rims, as this may damage the whole wheel and make it unable to be
repaired. Replace smooth tyres as soon as tread is worn.
Make sure the wheels are not wobbling. Bring the Sam in to your
local workshop if they become loose. Brush dust and dirt from the
hub and axle with a small brush.
Spoke wheels: Spokes should be tight at all times. If spokes
loosen, immediately take the wheelchair to your local workshop.
Footrests are made for foot/leg support only. Never stand upright on
them as this might break the brackets, but they can be used as a
support during transfers. Keep the footrest plate housing and spring
free of dirt and grit. Make sure all bolts are kept tight. Padding may
be replaced when it becomes worn. After adjustment for height,
tighten the locking bolt well to prevent shifting of the bracket.
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Routine service:

For wheelchairs that are used outdoors often and in all kinds of weather,
a six monthly full service and check up is needed. Wheels and castors
should be replaced or repaired by an experienced wheelchair technician.
The armrests may need attention if they have lots of sideways pressure
on them during transfers or lifts. Make an appointment as soon as
possible if the frame is damaged or if you need replacement of parts.
Please contact your therapist immediately if you are worried about the
Sam. Your local bicycle shop or garage technician may be helpful if you
live very far from your supplier.
Please note: Your Allen keys are used for grub screws and suitable size
spanners (10/13) will help you to tighten nuts and bolts. Store your tools
in a safe place.

Has your Sam been changed in any way?
Yes
No

Has your lap tray been changed
in any way?
Yes
No

Changes or extras are marked on this drawing.
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Changes or extras are marked on this drawing.
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